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Tower Guy Wire Tension Guide
The initial guy wire tension on guyed antenna towers is very important. There are fancy (and
expensive) tensiometers available to accurately measure this tension but they are not usually
available to amateurs who want to get their tower installation "right".
Tower Guy Wire Tension Guide - gorum.ca
A guy-wire, guy-line, or guy-rope, also known as simply a guy, is a tensioned cable designed to add
stability to a free-standing structure.They are used commonly in ship masts, radio masts, wind
turbines, utility poles, fire service extension ladders used in church raises and tents.A thin vertical
mast supported by guy wires is called a guyed mast.
Guy-wire - Wikipedia
The installed tension for guy wire is typically 10% of the wire’s breaking strength. Initial tension
may be mesured by vibration frequency, mechanical tensionmeters, measurement of guy sag, or by
other suitable methods. Direct and indirect are the two common methods of measuring guy tension
on towers.
Towers/Installation - Guy Wire/Grips - Wireless Estimator
eHam.net Article: Tensioning Guy Wires - Ever wonder how to properly tension your guy wires? I
did, and I had put up 4 towers before I knew the answer! - eHam.net is a Web site dedicated to ham
radio (amateur radio).
Tensioning Guy Wires - eHam.net
Anyone have any Calculations for tower guy wire loading ? I am almost finished my 17ft turbine on
a 45ft tower and want to calculate the guy wire loadings before I purchase the guy cable.
Anyone have any Calculations for tower guy wire loading
Tower Guy Wire Tension Guide. The recommended initial tension in guy wires is 10% of their
ultimate tensile strength. There are two different grades of steel used for good guy line (clothes line
does not count), HS (high strength) and EHS (extra high strength). The Rohn manual gives the
following info on 3/16 and 1/4 in cable.
ROHN Tower Guy & Anchor | 3 Star Inc
how guy cables stabilize your tower 24 origin of the 10% preload rule 25 effect of guy size 25 types
25 using preformed guy grips and thimbles 28 tensioning 31 guy tension measurement 33 using
loos brand tension meters for guys 33 checking guy tension by counting oscillations 35 thermal
effects on guy tension 36 measuring tower plumb 37 ...
GUYED TOWER INSTALLATION TIPS - K7NV
steel anchors for the tower guy wires are cast in the concrete at the angle ‘A’ indicated in Table 1. 7 - Table 1 Tower Height A 43 feet 57 degrees 64 feet 65 degrees 85 feet 70 degrees See drawings
D2, D3, D4, D7, D8 D9 and D12 for anchor locations.
SHORT TOWER INSTALLATION MANUAL - criticaltowers.com
How to measure Cable Tension and Guy Wire Tension. If you are rigging towers, guy wires,
overhead lines, zip lines, guard rails or architectural cables line tension is critical to ensure safety
and correct operation. There are 2 common techniques for measuring the inline tension;
How to measure Cable Tension and Guy Wire Tension ...
Using this method explained above, you will know exactly how much guy wire to use per guy.
Always use the recommended tower or mast mfg's guying specifications for your height, wind load,
etc for your particular installation. Be safe, not sorry. Never install a tower or mast near power lines.
Find the unknown guy wire length! Formula - HAM RADIO
In December 2009, a 46 year-old tower technician fell 43 feet to his death when a guyed
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communication tower collapsed (Photos 1 and 2). The 380-foot tall tower was supported by 21 guy
wires at seven elevations, three at each height (Figures 3 and 4).
Tower Technician Killed When Guyed Tower Collapsed (Case ...
Direct Measurement of Guy-Wire tension with Romell's Smart-Guy device in about 2 minutes. ...
Removing old SO cable off of tower that has come loose - Duration: 16:57. Jonathan Wilson 9,842
views.
Smart-Guy Installation
This is an example using Law of Cosines to find the length of a guy wire from the top of a tower on
a hill, down the hill.
PC - Law of Cosines, Tower Guy Wire
Tower Guy Wire Tension Guide. The recommended initial tension in guy wires is 10% of their
ultimate tensile strength. There are two different grades of steel used for good guy line (clothes line
does not count), HS (high strength) and EHS (extra high strength). The Rohn manual gives the
following info on 3/16 and 1/4 in cable.
3/16" Extra High Strength Guy Wire Strand EHS 500 Feet | 3 ...
Assembling your antenna system. Assembling of the tower (V) The guy wires ... Therefore their
tension must respect the manufacturer's tower specifications. Loose guy wires are useless but guy
wires tighted as strong as a piano string, enduring pulling forces exceeding 500 kg (1000 lbs.) will
create too much lateral forces, creating an ...
Assembling your antenna system - Astrosurf - Astronomie
Antenna Mast Guying for Simple Ham Radio Antenna Installations . This article will explain the
proper guying heights and guy lengths when guying ham radio antenna masts. It will help you
determine ahead of time the proper length of guy wires and the distance from the base of the mast
to the anchor points.
Antenna Mast Guying for Simple Ham Radio Antenna Installations
My question is: Does anybody know if there is some international Standard stablishing the correct
tension for a guy wire? I'm talking of a flare stack supported by for guy wires for stability. I'm
looking for something like "...10% of the nominal strengh..." or similar. ... It all depends where the
guy cables are used. For guyed tower, several ...
Guy Wires tension - Structural engineering general ...
Guy wire and related components are designed to provide stability to towers, antennas, and other
utility structures. The combination of high strength, lightweight design, and easy-to-add big grips,
end sleeves, clamps, etc. offers a versatile and safe set up for a variety of applications, including
antenna guy wire, telephone pole guy wire, utility pole guy wire jobs, and others that require ...
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